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MOTIVIC MODEL CATEGORIES AND MOTIVIC DERIVED ALGEBRAIC
GEOMETRY
YUKI KATO
Abstract. In this paper, we develop an enhancement of derived algebraic geometry to apply to
A
1-homotopy theory introduced by Morel and Voevodsky. We call the enhancement “motivic
derived algebraic geometry”. We shall actually formulate “motivic” versions of ∞-categories,
∞-topoi, spectral schemes and spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks established by Joyal, Lurie,
Toe¨n and Vezzosi.
By using the language of motivic derived algebraic geometry, we construct the Grassmannian
and the algebraic K-theory. Furthermore we formulate the Thom spaces for vector bundles
on (motivic) stacks, and we obtain the algebraic cobordism for (motivic) stacks. As the main
result, we prove that the algebraic cobordism corepresents the motivic∞-category which has the
universal property of oriented (motivic)∞-categories.
1. Introduction
In the view point of the theory of Grothendieck topoi, the original algebraic geometry consists
of the theory of Sets-valued sheaves. Here Sets denotes the (large) category of small sets.
Derived algebraic geometry, due to Lurie [22], Toe¨n and Vezzosi [36], consists of the theory
of sheaves which value in subcategories of the model category Set∆ of simplicial sets. Here
the model structure of Set∆ is defined by Quillen [30], and we will call the canonical model
structure “Kan–Quillen model structure”. A fibrant object of this model category Set∆ is called
Kan complexes which is a derived version of a groupoid. In fact, Kan complexes are said to be
∞-groupoids in [19, p.35, Proposition 1.2.5.1]. In the articles [22] and [23], Lurie established
the derived versions of schemes and Deligne–Mumford stacks, and they were respectively called
spectral schemes and spectral Deligne–Mumford stacks.
The work of this paper is motivic derived algebraic geometry which consists of A1-homotopy
spaces-valued sheaves. Namely, motivic derived algebraic geometry is one of the analogies of
derived algebraic geometry by replacing the values of sheaves from “Kan complexes” to “A1-
homotopy spaces”. We define the motivic versions of groupoids, categories and bicategories
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on the A1-homotopy category [28]: LetM be a simplicial model category with some mild con-
ditions (see [20, Definition 1.5.1]). Then the category Fun(∆op, M) has the canonical model
structure which is the Bousfield localization of the injective model structure, and the Bousfield
localization is called the complete Segal model structure [20, p.33 Proposition 1.5.4]. Fibrant
objects Fun(∆op, M) with respect to the complete Segal model structure are said to be complete
Segal fibrant. In the view of the complete Segal model structure, we can define a category as
a complete Segal fibrant object of the trivial model category Sets. In derived algebraic geom-
etry, an ∞-category is regarded as a categorical object of the model category Set∆, and an ∞-
bicategory is defined to be a complete Segal fibrant object of the model category Set+∆ of marked
simplicial sets. Here the model category Set+∆ gives another model of∞-categories which is in-
troduced by Lurie [19]. In this paper, we consider the complete Segal model structures of the
model categories of A1-homotopy category, and define the motivic versions of ∞-categories
and ∞-bicategories. Furthermore, we give the motivic versions ∞-topoi, classifying ∞-topoi,
Zariski∞-topoi, e´tale∞-topoi, spectral schemes and Deligne–Mumford stacks.
The first purpose of the development of motivic derived algebraic geometry is to studymoduli
problems in the A1-homotopy space valued functors by (motivic) ∞-categorical language. In
this paper, we construct motivic version of moduli functors: the Grassmannian, the algebraic
K-theory and the algebraic cobordism.
The goal of this paper is the construction of the algebraic cobordism for motivic stacks.
The algebraic cobordism MGL is first introduced Voevodsky [38] as the algebraic analogy of
the spectrum of the complex cobordism MU. It is expected and proved that MGL has some
properties which are similar to the one of MU. It is known that the complex cobordism MU
is the universal oriented cohomology theory. Panin, Pimenov and Ro¨ndigs [29, Theorem 2.7]
proved that the set of monoidal maps MGL → R between (motivic) E∞-rings is isomorphic to
the set of orientations on the motivic E∞-ring R.
In the final part of this paper, we shall formulate of the algebraic cobordismMGL by using the
motivic version (Definition 6.5) of the following: In [1, p.73, Appendix B.2], Ando, Blumberg,
Gepner, Hopkins and Rezk give us a beautiful formulation of the Thom space of line bundles:
Let R be an A∞-ring and BGL1(R) denote the ∞-groupoid of R-line objects. Given a map
E : X → BGL1(R) of∞-groupoids, the Thom module Thom1(E) is defined to be the homotopy
colimit of j ◦ E:
X

E //BGL1(R)
j
//ModR
∗
Thom1(E)
44
where ModR denote the presentable stable ∞-category of modules and j is the canonical em-
bedding. By using language of motivic derived algebraic geometry, the motivic moduli stack
MGL can be represented by the universal oriented motivic∞-categoryMMGL which is a variant
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of the stable∞-category realizing the universality of the K-theory due to Blumberg, Gepner and
Tabuada [8]. The main theorem is Theorem 6.6: The motivic∞-categoryMMGL is again corep-
resented by the motivic stack MGL. Furthermore this result gives the motivic ∞-categorical
version Corollary 6.7 of the universality theorem [29, Theorem 2.7] due to Panin, Pimenov and
Ro¨ndigs.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we recall the definition and some properties
of left proper combinatorial simplicial model categories. The definition of combinatorial model
categories was introduced by J. Smith [19] ,[11] and [3]. By Dugger’s result [11], it is known
that any combinatorial model category has a small presentation which is a Bousfield localization
of a model category of a simplicial presheaves on some small category. This result is useful for
our formulation of motivic model categories.
In Section 3, we define motivic model categories which are Bousfield localization of simpli-
cial model categories on a Grothendieck site X with an interval object I. In addition, we define
the motivic versions of presentable∞-categories and∞-topoi as presentable∞-category valued
I-local sheaves and∞-topoi valued A1-local sheaves, and we will call them motivic presentable
∞-categories and motivic∞-topoi, respectively.
In Section 4, we define motivic ∞-bicategories and motivic classifying ∞-topoi. Using the
motivic version of scaled straightening and unstraightening theorem [20, p.128, Theorem 3.8.1],
we can formulate the motivic versions of spectral schemes and spectral Deligne–Mumford
stacks (Theorem 4.5).
In Section 5, we apply motivic derived algebraic geometry toA1-homotopy theory. Our main
interest is the case that the Grothendieck site X is the Nisnevich site of the category SmS of
smooth schemes over a regular Noetherian scheme S of finite dimension and with an interval
the affine line A1 = A1
S
. Then motivic spaces are the same of A1-homotopy spaces due to Morel
and Voevodsky [28], and motivic ∞-categories are ∞-category valued A1-local presheaves on
the Nisnevich site SmS . In the theory of stable A
1-homotopy theory [38], an E∞-ring object
of stable A1-homotopy category is called a motivic E∞-ring (e.g. [12]). In motivic derived
algebraic geometry, motivic E∞-rings are the coordinate rings of affine (motivic) schemes.
In Section 6, we first construct the Grassmannian BGL which is the moduli stack of the
motivic ∞-groupoid of free modules of an arbitrary motivic E∞-ring. Further the algebraic
K-theory K = BGL+ is defined to be the group completion of the monoidal structure of the
∞-groupoid of free modules. In section 6.3, we will reformulate the motivic E∞-ringMGL as
the initial object of the∞-category of oriented motivic E∞-rings: we obtain the motivic E∞-ring
MGL as the oriented completion of the motivic sphere spectrum S (Theorem 6.4). Finally, we
introduce the motivic∞-categorical version of the Thom modules and the algebraic cobordism
MGL, and we prove the main theorem.
3
2. A short review of left proper combinatorial model categories and ∞-categories.
In this section, we recall the definition of combinatorial model categories and∞-categories.
2.1. Left proper combinatorial simplicial model categories and their Bousfield localiza-
tion.
Definition 2.1. A model category is a category M with three classes of morphisms WM, CN
and FM such that the following properties are hold:
MC1 The categoryM admits all small limits and colimits.
MC2 The classWM has the 2-out-of-3 property.
MC3 The three classes WM, CM and FM contain all isomorphisms and are closed under all
retracts.
MC4 The class FM has the right lifting property with respect to all morphisms in the class
CM ∩ WM, and the class FM ∩ WM has the right lifting property with respect to all
morphisms in the class CM.
MC5 The couples (CM ∩ WM, FM) and (CM, FM ∩ WM) are weak functorial factorization
systems.
We say that a morphism in WM, CM and FM is respectively called a weak equivalence, a cofi-
bration and a fibration. In addition, we say that a morphism in the classCM∩WM and FM∩WM
is respectively called a trivial cofibration and a trivial fibration.
Definition 2.2. An adjunction F : M ⇄ N : G between model categories is called a Quillen
adjunction if F and G preserve the factorization systems in the axiom MC5 in Definition 2.1.
Moreover, if the Quillen adjunction F : M ⇄ N : G induces categorical equivalences between
their homotopy categories (See [30, Chapter 1]), then it is said to be a Quillen equivalence of
model categories. Then F is called a left Quillen equivalence andG a right Quillen equivalence.
Definition 2.3. Amodel category is left proper if the class of weak equivalences is closed under
cobase change by cofibrations. Dually, we say that a model category is right proper if the class
of weak equivalences is closed under base change by fibrations.
Example 2.4. Let Set∆ denote the category of simplicial sets. Then the category Set∆ has a
model structure described as follows:
(C) A cofibration is a monomorphism of simplicial sets.
(F) A fibration is a Kan fibration of simplicial sets.
(W) A morphism f : X → Y of simplicial sets is a weak equivalence if the induced map
| f | : |X| → |Y | of the geometric realizations is a homotopy equivalence of topological
spaces.
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This model structure of Set∆ is called Kan–Quillenmodel structure. Furthermore, Kan–Quillen
model structure of Set∆ is both left and right proper. For example, we can refer to a proof of the
propernesses in [13, Chapter II.9].
2.2. The definition of monoidal model categories.
Definition 2.5. Let (L, M, N) be a triple of model categories. AQuillen bifunctor F : L×M→
N is a bifunctor which satisfies the following conditions:
• Let i : A → B be a cofinration in L and j : A′ → B′ a cofibration in M. Then the
induced map
F(i ∧ j) : F(A′, B)
∐
F(A, B)
F(A, B′) → F(A′, B′)
is a cofibration in N. Furthermore, if i and j are both trivial cofibrations, then F(i∧ j) is
also a trivial cofibration.
• The bifunctor F preserves all small colimits separately in each valuable.
Definition 2.6. Let M be a model category equipped with a monoidal structure. The model
category M is said to be a monoidal model category if the monoidal structure satisfies the
following conditions:
• The monoidal structure ofM is closed.
• The tensor product −⊗− : M×M→M of the monoidal structure ofM is a left Quillen
bifunctor.
• The unit object ofM is a cofibrant object ofM.
If the monoidal structure ofM is symmetric, then we say thatM is a symmetric monoidal model
category.
Example 2.7. Themodel category Set∆ is a symmetric monoidal model category whose monoidal
structure is determined by the Cartesian products of simplicial sets.
Definition 2.8. LetM be a model category such that the underlying category is a Set∆-enriched
category. If the model category M is tensored and cotensored, and the tensor product − ⊗ − :
Set∆ ×M→M is a left Quillen bifunctor, then we say thatM is a simplicial model category.
2.2.1. The definition of combinatorial model categories.
Definition 2.9. Let T be a collection of morphisms in a locally presentable category M. Let
lT denote the set of morphisms in M that it has the right lifting property with respect to all
morphisms of T . Similarly, we let Tl denote the set of morphisms in M that it has the left
lifting property with respect to all morphisms in T . We say that the set (lT )l is the weakly
saturated class of morphisms generated by T .
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Definition 2.10. Let M be a locally presentable model category. Let WM be the class of weak
equivalences in M and CM the class of cofibrations in M. We say that M is combinatorial if
there exist two small sets I and J such that the classes CM and CM ∩WM are weakly saturated
classes of morphisms generated by I and J, respectively.
Example 2.11. The model category Set∆ is combinatorial. The collection of cofibrations is
generated by morphisms which form ∂∆n ֒→ ∆n (n ≥ 0) and the collection of trivial cofibrations
is generated by morphisms which form Λn
i
֒→ ∆n (0 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≤ 0). (See e.g.[13, Chapter
II.9].)
It is known that any left proper combinatorial simplicial model category has Bousfield local-
ization which are described as the followings:
Definition 2.12. Let M be a left proper combinatorial simplicial model category. Let T be a
collection of cofibrations. We say that a fibrant object of X ∈M is T -local if for any morphism
f : Y → Y ′ in T , the induced map
f ∗ : MapM(Y
′, X) → MapM(Y, X)
is a trivial Kan fibration of simplicial sets. A morphism of f : Y → Y ′ is a T -weak equivalence
if for any T -local object X, the induced map
f ∗ : MapM(Y
′, X) → MapM(Y, X)
is a trivial Kan fibration.
Proposition 2.13. Let M be a left proper combinatorial simplicial model category with a col-
lection of cofibrations T . Let T−1M denote the category whose under lying category is the same
ofM. The model structure of T−1M is defined as follows:
(C) The collection of cofibrations ofM is the same ofM.
(W) The collection of weak equivalences ofM is the collection of T-weak equivalences.
(F) The collection of fibrations is the collection of morphisms which have the right lifting
property with respect to all morphisms which are both cofibrations and T-weak equiva-
lences.
Then T−1M is a left proper combinatorial simplicial model category. Furthermore the functor
LT : M → T
−1M induced by the identity functor on the underlying category is a left Quillen
functor of simplicial model categories.
proof. See [19, p.904, Section Appendix A.3.7]. 
The model category T−1M is said to be the Bousfield localization ofM by T .
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Lemma 2.14 ([3], p.21 Definition 2.11 and Lemma 2.12). Let M be a combinatorial model
category and C a locally presentable model category. Given an adjunction
E : M⇄ C : F,
we will define a model structure on C by the following:
(F) A morphism f : X → Y in C is a fibration if F( f ) : F(X) → F(Y) is a fibration in the
model categoryM.
(W) A morphism f : X → Y in C is a weak equivalence if F( f ) : F(X) → F(Y) is a weak
equivalence in the model categoryM.
(WF) A morphism f : X → Y in C is a trivial fibration if F( f ) : F(X) → F(Y) is a trivial
fibration in the model categoryM.
(C) A morphism f : X → Y in C is a cofibration if it has the right lifting property with
respect to all trivial fibrations.
Assume that in C, transfinite compositions and pushouts of trivial cofibrations of C are weak
equivalences. Then the locally presentable categoryC is a combinatorial model category and it
is a tractable model category ifM is. Furthermore the above adjunction is a Quillen adjunction.

We say that the model structure of C is the projective model structure induced by E.
Example 2.15. Let C be a category and M a model category. The diagonal functor DC : M →
MC has a right adjoint
∏
C. The model structure ofM
C is said to be induced byM.
Now we recall the Dugger’s presentation theorem of combinatorial categories:
Theorem 2.16 ([11] Theorem 1.1). LetM be a combinatorial model category. Then there exists
a small category C and a left Quillen functor R : SetC
op
∆ →M such thatM is a Quillen equivalent
to a Bousfield localization of SetC
op
∆ , where the model structure of Set
Cop
∆ is the projective model
structure. 
2.3. The definition of ∞-categories. For n ≥ 0, we let ∆n ∈ Set∆ denote the standard n-
simplex and Λn
i
⊂ ∆n be the sub-simplicial set obtained by deleting the interior and the face
opposite for the i-th vertex.
An inner fibration f : X → S of simplicial sets is a morphism of simplicial sets which has
the right lifting property with respect to all inclusion Λn
i
→ ∆n for any n ≥ 0 and 0 < i < n.
Joyal [17] defined∞-categories as follows:
Definition 2.17. A simplicial set C is an∞-category if the canonical map p : C → ∗ is an inner
fibration.
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Let Cat∆ denote the large category of simplicial categories. Bergner [4] introduced a model
structure which is another model of∞-categories. The model structure is called theDwyer–Kan
model structure. Then Set∆ has a left proper combinatorial model structure that fibrant objects
are just∞-categories, and there exists a Quillen equivalence C : Set∆ ⇄ Cat∆ : N∆ between left
proper combinatorial model categories (See [19, p.89, Theorem 2.2.5.1]). This model structure
of Set∆ is called the Joyal model structure.
Let M be a simplicial model category and M◦ denote the full subcategory spanned fibrant-
cofibrant objects. ThenM◦ is a fibrant object of the model category Cat∆. Therefore the simpli-
cial model categoryM determines an∞-category N∆(M
◦). We call the∞-category N∆(M
◦) the
underlying∞-category ofM.
Definition 2.18. Consider the Kan–Quillen model structure of Set∆. Write S∞ = N∆(Set
◦
∆).
Then we say that S∞ is the ∞-category of spaces. We will refer to a fibrant object (i.e. a Kan
complex) as an∞-groupoid.
Lurie [19, Chapter 3] introduced a model category Set+∆ ofmarked simplicial setswhich gives
another model of∞-categories. The model structure is left proper combinatorial simplicial [19,
Proposition 3.1.3.7]. A marked simplicial set is a pair (X, E) where X is a simplicial set and E a
subset of edges of X which contains the set of all degenerate edges s0(X0). Here s0 : X0 → X1 is
the degeneracy map. The set E is called marked edges of X. A morphism f : (X, EX) → (Y,EY)
of marked simplicial sets is a map f : X → Y of simplicial sets satisfying f (EX) ⊂ EY . Let Set
+
∆
denote the category of marked simplicial sets. We write X♯ = (X, X1) and X
♭ = (X, s0(X0)).
Definition 2.19 ([19] Definition 2.4.1.3). Let p : X → S be an inner fibration of simplicial sets.
An edge f : x → y of X is p-Cartesian if the induced map : X/ f → X/y ×S /p(y) S /p( f ) is a trivial
Kan fibration.
Definition 2.20 ([21] Definition 2.4.2.1). A map p : X → S of simplicial sets is a Cartesian
fibration if p is an inner fibration and for every edge f : x → y in S and every vertex y˜ of X
with p(y˜) = y, there exists a p-Cartesian edge f˜ : x˜ → y˜ such that p( f˜ ) = f . We say that p is a
coCartesian fibration if the opposite pop : Xop → S op is a Cartesian fibration.
Let p : X → S be a Cartesian fibration of simplicial sets. Then X♮ denotes the marked
simplicial set (X, E), where E is the set of p-Cartesian edges of X.
Let X and Y be marked simplicial sets. Then the product marked simplicial set X × Y is
defined by the following:
• The underlying simplicial set of X × Y is the product of the underlying simplicial sets
of X and Y .
• All marked edges of X × Y are given by composition
∆1
D
→ ∆1 × ∆1 → X × Y,
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where D denotes the diagonal map and the second map is the product of marked edges
of X and Y .
Let (X, EX) and (Y, EY) be marked simplicial sets. Then the exponential marked simplicial set
YX is defined by the following:
• The underlying simplicial set of YX is the functor
Set∆ ∋ K 7→ HomSet∆ (K × X, Y) ∈ Sets.
• A marked edge of YX is a morphism determined by a morphism α : ∆1 × X → Y such
that for any marked edge e of X, composition
∆1
D
→ ∆1 × ∆1
Id
∆1
×e
→ ∆1 × X
α
→ Y
is a marked edge of Y .
The marked simplicial set YX has the evaluation map YX × X → Y which induces a bijection
HomSet+
∆
(K × X, Y)→ HomSet+
∆
(
K, YX
)
for each K ∈ Set+∆.
The exponential determines the following two mapping simplicial sets: Let Map♭(X, Y) de-
note the underlying simplicial set of YX and Map♯(X, Y) the subsimplicial set of Map♭(X, Y)
consisting of all simplices whose all edges are marked edges of YX. Let S be a simplicial set.
For marked simplicial sets X and Z over S ♯, set
Map♭S (X, Y) = Map
♭(X, Y) ∩MapS (X, Y)
and
Map
♯
S
(X, Y) = Map♯(X, Y) ∩MapS (X, Y).
Then Map
♯
S
(X, Y ♮) is a Kan complex if Y → S is a Cartesian fibration (See [19, 3.1.3.1]).
Definition 2.21 ([19] p.155). Let S be a simplicial set and p : X → Y a morphism in (Set+∆)/S ♯ .
Then p is called a Cartesian equivalence if for every Cartesian fibration Z → S , the induced
map
Map
♯
S
(Y, Z♮) → Map♯
S
(X, Z♮)
is a homotopy equivalence of Kan complexes.
Theorem 2.22 ([19] p.157, Proposition 3.1.3.7). Let S be a simplicial set. There exists a left
proper combinatorial model structure of (Set+∆)/S = (Set
+
∆)/S ♯ which described as follows:
(W) Weak equivalences in (Set+∆)/S ♯ are Cartesian equivalences.
(C) Cofibrations are monomorphisms.
(F) Fibrations are those morphisms which have the right lifting property with respect to
every morphism satisfying both (W) and (C).
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Furthermore the model structure of (Set+∆)/S is simplicial and symmetric monoidal whose monoidal
model structure is given by the products of marked simplicial sets. 
This model structure of (Set+∆)/S is called Cartesian model structure. Consider the Joyal
model structure of Set∆. Lurie proved that the functor (−)
♭ : Set∆ → (Set
+
∆)/∆0 is a left Quillen
equivalence [19, p.164, Theorem 3.1.5.1]. Therefore a fibrant object of the simplicial model
category (Set+∆)/∆0 has the underlying simplicial set which is an ∞-category. We can refer to
fibrant objects of (Set+∆)/∆0 as ∞-categories. Let Cat∞ denote the simplicial nerve of the full
subcategory of (Set+∆)/∆0 spanned by fibrant objects. We call Cat∞ the (large) ∞-category of
small∞-categories.
3. Motivic model categories.
In this section, we define motivic model categories for a Grothendieck site X with an interval
object. An interval object I of X is described by a triple : (µ : I × I → I, i0, i1 : ∗ → I)
satisfying µ◦ (i0× id) = µ◦ (id× i0) = i0 ◦ 1 and µ◦ (i1× id) = µ◦ (id× i1) = idI where 1 : I → ∗
is a canonical map.
3.1. Definition of motivic model structure of a left proper combinatorial simplicial model
category. Let X be a Grothendieck site with an interval object I of X. We assume that X has
enough points: That is, a morphism f : X → Y in X is an isomorphism if fx : Xx → Yx is an
isomorphism of sets for any point x : ∗ → X where the functor (−)x : X → Sets denotes the
right adjoint of the induced functor x∗ : Sets → X. A simplicial object U• : ∆
op → X with an
augmentation π : U• → X ∈ X is a hypercover of X if the following conditions are hold:
• For any n ≥ 0, U•([n]) is a coproduct of compact objects represented by small objects
of X.
• The augmentation π : U• → X is a stalk-wise trivial Kan fibration: That is, πx : Ux, • →
∗ is a trivial Kan fibration for any point x : ∗ → X.
Let M be a left proper combinatorial simplicial model category and MX
op
denote the model
category ofM-valued presheaves onX. Here the model structure ofMX
op
is the projectivemodel
structure. Then the model structure of MX
op
is also left proper combinatorial and simplicial.
Let MotI
X
(M) denote the Bousfield localization of MX
op
defined as follows: Cofibrations of
MotI
X
(M) are the same of MX
op
. An M-valued presheaves F on X is X-local if F is a fibrant
object of MX
op
and the induced map F( f ) : F(X) → F(|U•|) is a weak equivalence in M for
any hypercover π : U• → X of x ∈ X. Here the functor | − | : Fun(∆
op, X) → X denotes
the geometric realization of simplicial objects. Furthermore F is I-local if the canonical map
1 : I → ∗ induces a weak equivalence F(U) → F(U × I) inM for any U ∈ X. We say that F is
motivic M−local if F is X-local and I-local. A map f : F → G of M-valued presheaves on X
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is a motivicM-equivalence if the induced map
f ∗ : Hom(G, Z) → Hom(F, Z)
is a weak homotopy equivalence of simplicial sets for each motivic localM-valued presheaf Z.
We call the modal structure of MotI
X
(M) the motivic X-model structure ofM.
By [3, p.56, Corollary 4.55], the projective model structure of MX
op
is left proper combi-
natorial and symmetric monoidal. Therefore the composition of two Bousfield localization
MotI
X
(M) ofMX
op
is also left proper. Moreover, by [3, p.54 Proposition 4.47], the Bousfield lo-
calization MotI
X
(M) is symmetric monoidal localization ofMX. Hence we obtain that MotI
X
(M)
is also a symmetric monoidal model category:
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a left proper combinatorial simplicial model category. Let X be a
Grothendieck site with an interval I. Assume that X has enough points. Then there is a left
proper combinatorial simplicial model structure ofMotI
X
(M) determined by the following:
(C) Cofibrations are point-wise cofibrations.
(W) Weak equivalences are motivicM-weak equivalences.
(F) Fibrations are morphisms which has a left lifting property with respect to all morphisms
which are both cofibrations and motivicM-weak equivalences.
Furthermore, if M is a symmetric monoidal model category, then MotI
X
(M) is also symmetric
monoidal category. 
Write MSI∞ = Mot
I
X
(Set∆)∞ and MCat
I
∞ = Mot
I
X
(Set+∆)∞. We refer to MS
I
∞ = Mot
I
X
(Set∆)∞
as the ∞-category of motivic spaces and MCatI∞ as the ∞-category of motivic ∞-category,
respectively. We will give more explicit view of motivic spaces and motivic∞-categories: By
the straightening and unstraightening theorem [19, p.74, Theorem 2.2.1.2], we have a Quillen
adjunction
StX : (Set∆)/N(X) ⇄ Set
Xop
∆ : UnX
where the model structure of the left-hand-side is the contravariant model structure [19, p.71,
Remark 2.1.4.12] and the one of the right-hand-side the projective model structure of the Kan–
Quillen model structure of Set∆. Let X be a motivic space. Then there exists a right fibration
pX : X → N(X) such that for any U ∈ X, the fiber X ×N(X) U is homotopy equivalent to the Kan
complex X(U) satisfying X(U × I) ≃ X(U).
Similarly, a motivic∞-category C is an Set+∆-valued presheaf onX satisfying C(U×I) ≃ C(U)
for any U ∈ X. In addition, the ∞-category MCatI∞ is a full subcategory of the ∞-category
Fun(Xop, Cat∞) spanned by I-local objects. By the straightening and unstraightening theorem
for the model category of marked simplicial sets with the Cartesian model structure [19, p.169,
Theorem 3.2.0.1], we have a Quillen adjunction
St+
X
: (Ŝet+∆)/N(X) ⇄ (Ŝet
+
∆)
Xop : Un+
X
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between left proper combinatorial simplicial model categories. Therefore there exists a Carte-
sian fibration pC : C → N(X) such that for any U ∈ C, the fiber C ×N(X) U is weakly equivalent
to the∞-category C(U) satisfying the condition : C(U × I) ≃ C(U).
Let 1 denote the final object of MCat∞. Then we have a canonical equivalence:
FunCat∞(∆
0, FunI(N(Xop), C)) ≃ FunMCat∞(1, C),
where FunI(N(Xop), C) denotes the subcategory of Fun(N(Xop), C) spanned by those functors
satisfying F(U × I) ≃ F(U) in C for any U ∈ X. Note that the model category (Set+∆)/N(X) has a
symmetric monoidal model structure with the unit object N(X)♯. Hence an object of the motivic
∞-category C is given by a map from the unit N(X) to the marked simplicial set C: an object f
of C is described by the following diagram
∆0 × {U}
f (U)
//

C(U) //

{U}

∆0 × N(X)
( f (U),U)U∈X
//C
pC
//N(X)
satisfying f (U × I) ≃ f (U), where the squares are homotopy pull back squares for any U ∈ X.
3.2. The large motivic ∞-category of motivic spaces and the large motivic ∞-category of
small motivic ∞-categories. LetM be a left proper combinatorial simplicial monoidal model
category. Assume thatM has a Cartesian closed symmetric monoidal model structure. Then the
model category MotI
X
(M) is an M-enriched model category. Therefore we have a left Quillen
bifunctor − ⊗ − : M ⊗MotI
X
(M) → MotI
X
(M). Let 1 be the unit element of MotI
X
(M). Then the
left Quillen bifunctor − ⊗ − induces a Quillen adjunction
− ⊗ 1 : M⇄ MotI
X
(M) : HomMotI
X
(M)(1, −).
Consider the case M = (Set+∆)/∆0 . Let MCat∞ denote the underlying ∞-category of Mot
I
X
(M).
Since the Cartesian model structure of (Set+∆)/∆0 is symmetric monoidal, MCat∞ is a presentable
symmetric monoidal∞-category. We have the following adjunction
− ⊗ 1 : Ĉat∞ ⇄ M̂Cat∞ : MapM̂Cat∞(1, −)
between vary large ∞-categories. The unit object 1 is described by the single-value point ∆0
constant presheaves on X. Write MS∞ = S∞ ⊗ 1 and MCat∞ = Cat∞ ⊗ 1. We say that MS∞
the motivic ∞-category of motivic spaces and MCat∞ the motivic ∞-category of motivic ∞-
categories.
Let D be motivic ∞-category. Then the product − ⊗ D : MCat∞ → MCat∞ has a right
adjoint FunMCat∞(−, D) : MCat∞ → MCat∞. Let C be a motivic∞-category. Then we say that
FunMCat∞(C, D) is the functor motivic∞-category from C to D.
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Proposition 3.2. Let C be a small motivic∞-category. Then the motivic Yoneda functor
y : C ∋ x 7→ Map
C
(−, x) ∈ FunM̂Cat∞(C
op, MS∞)
is a fully faithful functor between motivic∞-categories.
proof. For any object U ∈ X, we have a weak equivalence
y(U) : C(U) → FunĈat∞(C
op(U), MS∞(U)) ≃ FunĈat∞(C
op(U), S∞)
of ∞-categories by the ∞-categorical Yoneda lemma [19, p.317, Proposition 5.1.3.1]. Hence
the motivic Yoneda functor is also fully faithful. 
Lemma 3.3. Let F : C → D be a functor of small motivic ∞-categories. Then the restriction
functor
F−1 : Fun(Dop, MS∞) → Fun(C
op, MS∞)
admits a left adjoint.
proof. Let f : U → V be a morphism in X. Then we have the commutative diagram
SetC[C(U)]
op
∆
F(U)∗ //
C(U)∗

SetC[D(U)]
op
∆
D(U)∗

SetC[C(V)]
op
∆ F(V)∗
//SetC[D(V)]
op
∆
of left Quillen functors of simplicial model categories. Therefore we obtain that the functor
F∗ : Fun(C
op, MS∞)→ Fun(D
op, MS∞) is left adjoint to F
−1. 
3.3. Definitions of motivic presentable∞-categories and motivic∞-topoi. Let Ĉat∞ denote
the very large ∞-category of large ∞-categories and M̂Cat∞ the very large ∞-category of large
motivic∞-categories. Let LPr denote the subcategory of Ĉat∞ that those objects are presentable
∞-categories and those functors are colimit preserving functors. We will define the very large
∞-category LMPr as the pullback of very large ∞-categories:
LMPr

//Fun(Xop, LPr)

M̂Cat∞ //Fun(X
op, Ĉat∞).
We say that LMPr is the vary large∞-category of presentable motivic∞-categories.
Proposition 3.4. Let F : C → D be a functor of motivic ∞-categories. Assume that C is small
andD is presentable. Let y : C → Fun(Cop, MS∞) denote the motivic Yoneda embedding. Then
the induced functor
y∗(F) : D ∋ d 7→ MapD(F(−), d) ∈ Fun(C
op, MS∞)
admits a left adjoint.
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proof. For any U ∈ X, y∗(F(U)) : D(U) → Fun(C(U)
op, S∞) admits a left adjoint F∗(y)(U) :
Fun(C(U)op, S∞) → D(U). We prove that the left adjoints F∗(y)(U) are functorial for mor-
phisms in X: Let M̂S∞ denote the very large motivic ∞-category of motivic spaces. By
Lemma 3.3, we have an adjunction:
Fˆ∗ : Fun(C
op, M̂S∞)⇄ Fun(D
op, M̂S∞) : Fˆ
−1.
Consider the homotopically commutative diagram
Fun(Cop, M̂S∞)
Fˆ∗ //
Fun(Dop, M̂S∞)
Fˆ∗
oo
Fun(Cop, MS∞)
OO
D
y∗(F)
oo
yˆD
OO
of motivic∞-categories. Let f : U → V be a morphism in X. Then we have a diagram
Fun(C(U)op, S∞)
F∗(y)(U) //
C( f )

D(U)
y∗(F(U))
oo
D( f )

Fun(C(V)op, S∞)
F∗(y)(V) //
D(V)
y∗(F(U))
oo
of ∞-categories and a natural trans formation α : D( f ) ◦ F∗(y)(U)) → F∗(y)(V)) ◦ C( f ).
Since yˆD is fully faithful and the natural transformation yˆD(α) : yˆD(V)(D( f ) ◦ F∗(y)(U))) →
yˆD(V)(F∗(y)(V)) ◦ C( f )) is weak equivalence, α is also a weak equivalence. 
By the similar way of the definition of presentable motivic ∞-categories, we define the mo-
tivic version of∞-topoi: Let LTop denote the very large∞-category of∞-topoi. Those functors
of LTop are left exact colimit preserving functors. Then the very large ∞-category LMTop is
also defined as the pullback
LMTop

//Fun(Xop, LTop)

M̂Cat∞ //Fun(X
op, Ĉat∞).
We say that an object of LMTop is a motivic∞-topos.
Proposition 3.5. Let C be a small motivic ∞-category. Let M̂Cat∞ denote the very large ∞-
category of motivic∞-categories. Assume that for any morphism f : U → V in X, the induced
functor C( f ) : C(V) → C(U) is left exact. Then the motivic∞-category FunM̂Cat∞(C
op, MS∞) is
a motivic∞-topos.
proof. For any object U ∈ X, the functor∞-category
FunĈat∞(C(U)
op, MS∞(U)) ≃ FunĈat∞(C(U)
op, S∞)
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is an∞-topos. For any map f : U → V in X, the induced functor C( f ) : C(V) → C(U) between
∞-categories induces a functor
y(C)( f ) : FunĈat∞(C(V)
op, S∞) → FunĈat∞(C(U)
op, S∞)
which is a left exact colimit preserving functor by [19, p.324, Theorem 5.1.5.6 and p.559,
Proposition 6.1.5.2]. 
4. Motivic derived algebraic geometry.
4.1. Definition of motivic ∞-bicategories. We define the motivic version of ∞-bicategories
to formulate the theory of motivic derived algebraic geometry.
First, we recall short review of ∞-bicategories following [20]. Let Setsc∆ be the category of
scaled simplicial sets. The category of scaled simplicial sets Setsc∆ has a left proper combinatorial
model structure [20, p.143, Theorem 4.2.7]. An ∞-bicategory is defined to be a fibrant scaled
simplicial set with respect to the model structure on Setsc∆ . However, the model category Set
sc
∆
is not simplicial. In order to formulate the motivic model category of Setsc∆ , we use the model
category (Set+∆)/N(∆op) which is left proper combinatorial simplicial symmetric monoidal cate-
gory. The model structure of (Set+∆)/N(∆)op is the Bousfield localization of the coCartesian model
structure induced by the complete Segal model structure of (Set+∆)
∆op ([20, p.34, Proposition
1.5.7]). There is a left Quillen functor sd+ : Setsc∆ → (Set
+
∆)/N(∆)op which is called a subdivision
functor [20, p.145, Definition 4.3.1]. By [20, p.150, Theorem 4.3.1.13], the subdivision functor
sd+ : Setsc∆ → (Set
+
∆)/N(∆)op is a left Quillen equivalence.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a Grothendieck site with an interval I. Let MotI
X
(Setsc∆ ) denote the
functor category (Setsc∆ )
Xop and MotI
X
(sd+) : MotI
X
(Setsc∆ ) ⇄ Mot
I
X
((Set+∆)/N(∆)op) : Mot
I
X
(F) the
adjunction induced by the Quillen equivalence sd+ : Setsc∆ ⇄ (Set
+
∆)/N(∆)op : F. We define a
model structure onMotI
X
(Setsc∆ ) as follows:
(C) A morphism f : X → Y is a cofibration if and only if it is a pointwise cofibration.
(W) A morphism f : X → Y is a weak equivalence if and only if MotI
X
(sd+)( f ) : sd+(X) →
sd+(Y) is a motivic (Set+∆)/N(∆)op-equivalence.
(F) A morphism f : X → Y is a fibration if and only if it has the right lifting property with
respect to all morphisms which satisfies the condition (C) and (W).
Then the Quillen adjunction MotI
X
(sd+) : MotI
X
(Setsc∆ ) ⇄ Mot
I
X
((Set+∆)/N(∆)op) : Mot
I
X
(F) is a
Quillen equivalence.
proof. By the definition of the model structure of MotI
X
(Setsc∆ ), the induced functor Mot
I
X
(sd+) is
a left Quillen functor. Note that if F : M→ N is a left Quillen equivalence of left proper combi-
natorial model categories, the induced functor FX
op
: MX
op
→ NX
op
is also a left Quillen equiva-
lence. Let X be a cofibrant object of MotI
X
(Setsc∆ ) and Y a motivic object of Mot
I
X
((Set+∆)/N(∆)op).
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We prove that f : X → MotI
X
(F)(Y) is a weak equivalence MotI
X
(Setsc∆ ) if and only if the ad-
joint f ′ : MotI
X
(sd+)(X) → Y is a motivic equivalence. Since Y is motivic local, therefore Y is
projective fibrant and the counit map MotI
X
(sd+ ◦ F)(Y) → Y is a projective weak equivalence.
Hence the counit MotI
X
(sd+ ◦ F)(Y) → Y is motivic weak equivalence with respect to motivic
complete Segal model structure. Write C = MotI
X
(Setsc∆ ) and D = Mot
I
X
((Set+∆)/N(∆)op). Then we
have a chain of weak equivalences of simplicial sets
HomC(Mot
I
X
(sd+)(X), Z) ≃ HomD(X, Mot
I
X
(F)(Z)),
HomC(Y , Z) ≃ HomD(Mot
I
X
(sd+ ◦ F)(Z), MotI
X
(F)(Z))
≃ HomD(Mot
I
X
(F)(Y), MotI
X
(F)(Z))
for anymotivic local object Z ofD. We obtain that f ∗ : HomC(Y , Z)→ HomC(Mot
I
X
(sd+)(X), Z)
is a weak equivalence if and only if the induced map f ′∗ : HomD(Mot
I
X
(F)(Y), MotI
X
(F)(Z)) →
HomD(X, Mot
I
X
(F)(Z)) is a weak equivalence. 
Definition 4.2. A motivic∞-bicategory is a fibrant object of the model category MotI
X
(Setsc∆ ).
A motivic∞-bicategory F is a Setsc∆ -valued presheaf on X such that each scaled simplicial set
F(X) is an∞-bicategory for X ∈ X, and the induced maps F(X×I) → F(X) and F(X) → F(|U•|)
are both bicategorical equivalences of scaled simplicial sets for any hypercover U• → X.
4.2. The motivic ∞-bicategory of motivic ∞-categories. By [20, Notation 3.1.9], the model
category Setsc∆ has a Cartesian closed symmetric monoidal structure determined by the Cartesian
product − × − of scaled simplicial sets. Using [20, Lemma 4.2.6], we obtain that Setsc∆ is a
symmetric monoidal model category. Hence we have a left Quillen functor:
− ⊗ 1 : Setsc∆ → Mot
I
X
(Setsc∆ ).
Let Cat∞ denote the ∞-bicategory of ∞-categories. Write MCat∞ = Cat∞ ⊗ 1. We say that
MCat∞ is the motivic∞-bicategory of motivic∞-categories. Similarly, let
LTop denote the∞-
subbicategory of Cat∞ spanned by∞-topoi, and those functors are left exact colimit preserving
functors. Then we set LMTop = LTop ⊗ 1 and call the∞-bicategory of motivic∞-topoi.
4.3. Motivic ∞-topoi and motivic classifying ∞-topoi. Let M̂Cat∞ denote the motivic ∞-
bicategory of (not necessary small) motivic ∞-categories. Let LMTop be a subcategory of
M̂Cat∞ whose objects are motivic ∞-topoi and morphisms left exact colimit preserving func-
tors. We call morphisms in LMTop geometric morphisms.
Definition 4.3 (cf. [19] p.369, Definition 5.2.8.8(Joyal)). Let C be a motivic∞-category. A fac-
torization system (S L, S R) is a pair of collections of morphisms of Cwhich satisfy the following
axioms:
(1) The collections S L and S R are closed under retracts.
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(2) The collection S L is left orthogonal to S R
(3) For any morphism h : X → Z in C, there exists an object Y of C, morphisms f : X → Y
and g : Y → Z such that h = g ◦ f , f ∈ S L and g ∈ S R.
Let T and T′ be motivic∞-topoi. Let Fun∗(T, T′) denote the full subcategory of Fun(T, T′)
spanned by those functors f : T → T′ which admit geometric left adjoints. Equivalently,
a motivic classifying ∞-topos K is a motivic ∞-topos which satisfies K(U) is a classifying
∞-topos for any U ∈ X and the morphisms K(U) → K(V) compatible with the geometric
structures for any morphism V → U in X.
Definition 4.4 ([22] p.27, Definition 1.4.3). LetK be a motivic∞-topos. A geometric structure
on K is a factorization system (S TL, S
T
R) on Fun
∗(K, T), which depends functorially on T. We
say thatK is a classifying motivic∞-topos and a morphism in S T
R
is a local morphism. For any
classifying motivic∞-topos K and motivic∞-topos T, we let Strloc
K
(T) denote the subcategory
of Fun∗(K, T) spanned by all the objects of Fun∗(K, T), and all morphisms of Strloc
K
(T) are
local. We say that an object of Strloc
K
(T) is a K-structured sheaf on T. If a geometric morphism
f : K → K′ of classifying motivic ∞-topoi carries all local morphisms on Fun∗(K, T) to
local morphisms on Fun∗(K′, T) for any motivic∞-topos, we say that f is compatible with the
geometric structures.
The scaled straightening and unstraightening
Stsc : (Set+∆)/LTopop ⇄ (Set
+
∆)
Csc[LTop] : Unsc
induces a Quillen equivalence
MotI
X
(Stsc) : MotI
X
((Set∆)
+
/LTopop
)⇄ MotI
X
((Set+∆)
Csc[LTop]) : MotI
X
(Unsc)
of left proper combinatorial simplicial model categories. We say that a fibrant object p : X →
LMTop is a motivic locally coCartesian fibration. That is, for any U ∈ X, the induced map
p(U) : X(U) → LMTop(U) is a locally coCartesian fibration which is functorially morphisms
in X. A motivic locally p-coCartesian edge of X is an edge which functorially induces a locally
P(U)-coCartesian edge for any U ∈ X.
The Cat∞-valued presheaf
Strloc
K
: Xop ∋ U 7→ Strloc
K(U)(−) ∈ FunCat(∞, 2)
(
LTop, Cat∞
)
determines the Cat∞-valued presheaf
LMTop(K) : X ∋ U → LMTop(K(U)) ∈ N((Set+∆)
◦)/LTopop
with a locally coCartesian fibration [19, p.123, Definition 2.4.2.6] p(U) : LMTop(K(U)) →
LTopop for any U ∈ X, and the induced maps fUV :
LMTop(K(U)) → LMTop(K(V)) carry
p(U)-locally coCartesian edges to p(V)-locally coCartesian edges for any V → U in X. We
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say that p : LMTop(K) → LMTopop is a motivic ∞-category of K-structured motivic ∞-
topoi. Furthermore we have that the motivic Yoneda functor Fun∗(K, −) : LMTop → M̂Cat∞
classifies an ∞-category LMTopK/ and a locally motivic coCartesian fibration q :
LMTopK/ →
LMTop. By the similar argument of the proof of [19, p.610, Proposition 6.3.4.6], we have
that the ∞-category RMTop admits pullbacks. In other words, for any geometric morphism
f : K → K′, the forgetful functor f∗ :
RMTop/K →
RMTop/K′ admits a right adjoint. Note
that the opposite category of LMTopK/ is weakly equivalent to (
RMTop/K)
op as motivic ∞-
categories. Hence we have a (homotopically) commutative diagram of∞-categories:
LMTopK/
f∗ //LMTopK′/
f −1
oo
LMTop(K)
OO
LMTop(K′)
f −1
oo
OO .
We prove that the lower horizontal functor has a left adjoint:
Theorem 4.5. Let f : K → K′ be a geometric morphism of motivic classifying ∞-topoi such
that f is compatible with geometric structures. Given the commutative diagram
LMTop(K)
p &&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
LMTop(K′)
f −1
oo
q
ww♣♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
LMTop
where f −1 is the induced functor by f , and p and q are motivic locally coCartesian fibrations.
Then f −1 : LMTop(K′) → LMTop(K) admits a left adjoint relative to LMTop.
proof. Since the unstraightening functor
MotI
X
(Unsc) : MotI
X
((Set+∆)
Csc[LTop]) →: MotI
X
((Set∆)
+
/LTopop
)
carries fibrant objects to fibrant objects, the induced morphism f −1 : LMTop(K′)→ LMTop(K)
between fibrant objects over LMTop. In particular, f −1 carries motivic locally q-coCartesian
edges to motivic locally p-coCartesian edges. By [21, Proposition 7.3.2.6], it is sufficient to
prove that the functor
f −1
T
: Strloc
K′
(T) → Strloc
K
(T)
admits a left adjoint for any motivic ∞-topos T. Let OT be a object of Fun
∗(K, T) and O′
T
an
object of Fun∗(K′, T). Let φ : OT → O
′
T
◦ f be a local morphism in Fun∗(K, T). We can obtain
a left Kan extension f∗OT : K
′ → X along f . The transformation φ∗ : f∗(OT) → O
′
T
induced by
φ gives a functorial factorization
f∗(OT) → MSpc
K
K′
(OT)
MSpc(α)
→ O′
T
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where MSpc(α) is local. Hence we can get a functor MSpcK
′
K,T : f∗(OT) → O
′
T
which is a left
Kan extension of f −1
T
. 
Remark 4.6. In this paper, the motivic ∞-category LMTop(K) is constructed by following
in [22, Remark 1.4.17].
5. The application of motivic derived algebraic geometry to A1-homotopy theory.
Fix a regular Noetherian separated scheme S of finite dimension. We consider the case
that the Grothendieck site X is the Nisnevich site on the category SmS of smooth schemes
over S , and the interval object is the affine line A1. For an arbitrary left proper combinatorial
simplicial model categoryM, we let MotA
1
S (M) denote the motivic model category ofM on the
Grothendieck site SmS with the interval objectA
1. For simplify, we writeMS∞ = Mot
A
1
S (Set∆)∞
and MCat∞ = Mot
A
1
S (Set
+
∆)∞. Then the homotopy category of the ∞-category of MS∞ is just
A
1-homotopy category of motivic spaces due to Morel and Voevodsky [28].
5.1. The monoidal structure of the stable∞-category of motivic spectra. The smash prod-
ucts on the category of pointed simplicial sets Set∆ ∗ induces a monoidal structure of the ∞-
category of pointed motivic spacesMS∞, ∗ = Mot
A
1
S (Set∆)∞, ∗. We recall the definition of motivic
spectra:
Definition 5.1. Let i∞ : P
0 → P1 denote the embedding which is given by the point ∞ ∈ P1.
Then P1+ denotes the pointed projective line with the base point ∞. For any motivic space X,
write Ω1
P1+
X = Map(P1/P0, X). We say that Ω1
P1+
X is the P1+-loop space of X.
We define the∞-category of motivic spectra as follows:
Definition 5.2. The∞-category MSp∞ of motivic spectra is defined to be the (homotopy) limit
MSp∞ = lim←−
Ω1
P1+
MS∞, ∗ = lim
←−
· · ·
Ω1
P
1
+
→ MS∞, ∗
Ω1
P
1
+
→ MS∞, ∗
 .
An object of MSp∞ is called motivic spectra. Let Ω
∞
+ : MSp∞ → MS∞, ∗ denote the first
projection and Σ∞+ : MS∞, ∗ → MSp the left adjoint of Ω
∞
+ . Then we call the left adjoint
Σ∞+ : MS∞, ∗ → MSp∞ the P
1
+-stabilization.
The ∞-category MSp∞ of motivic spectra is a stable ∞-category in the sense of [21]. This
follows from by the fact [28, Corollary 2.18] that the map S 1∧G1m → P
1
+ is motivic equivalence
of pointed motivic spaces, whereGm denotes the multiplicative group scheme and S
1 = ∆1/∂∆1.
Definition 5.3. A motivic E∞-ring is a commutative algebra object of the symmetric monoidal
∞-category MSp∞ of motivic spectra, and CAlg(MSp∞) denotes the ∞-category of motivic
E∞-rings.
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5.2. The motivic stable ∞-category of modules over a motivic E∞-ring. We introduce the
motivic∞-category of modules over a motivic E∞-ring.
Let R be a motivic E∞-ring and ModR denote the full subcategory of MSp∞ spanned by R-
module objects of motivic spectra. Simply, we call an object of ModR an R-module. Let Mod
⊗
R
the symmetric monoidal ∞-category of R-modules whose monoidal structure is induced by
smash products over R. Let PModR denote the full subcategory of ModR generated by compact
R-modules.
For any scheme X over S , R(X) is an E∞-ring and the∞-category of R(X)-modules ModR(X) is
a stable∞-category. Then we have a functor ModR(−) : N(Sm
op
S
) → Catex∞ , andModR denotes the
motivic∞-category determined by ModR(−). We say thatModR is a motivic stable ∞-category
of R-modules. By the similar way, we get motivic∞-categories PModR and motivic symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories Mod⊗R and PMod
⊗
R. We say that PModR is the motivic ∞-category of
perfect R-modules.
Furthermore, we consider the motivic ∞-category CAlg(ModR) determined by the functor
CAlg(ModR) : N(SmS ) ∋ X 7→ CAlg(ModR(X)) ∈ Cat∞ and call CAlg(ModR) the motivic ∞-
category of commutative motivic R-algebras.
Example 5.4. Let S denote the motivic E∞-ring of the motivic sphere spectrum. ThenMSp∞ =
ModS is called the motivic∞-category of motivic spectra. Similarly, we writeMSp
⊗
∞ = Mod
⊗
S
,
MSp
ω
∞ = PModS and MSp
ω,⊗
∞ = PMod
⊗
S
. We call the motivic ∞-category CAlg(MSp∞) the
motivic∞-category of motivic E∞-rings.
Definition 5.5. Let M̂Cat⊗∞ denote the symmetric monoidal∞-category of (not necessary small)
motivic ∞-categories. A motivic stable ∞-category is an MSp∞-module object of M̂Cat∞. A
small motivic∞-category C is stable if C is anMSpω∞-module object of MCat
⊗
∞.
Proposition 5.6. Let R be a motivic E∞-ring. Then ModR is a motivic stable ∞-category and
PModR a small motivic stable∞-category.
proof. For any smooth S -scheme X, ModR(X) is the full subcategory of ModS(X) spanned by
R(X)-module object. Therefore ModR(X) is a stable∞-category. Since the motivic sphere S is an
initial object of the ∞-category of motivic E∞-rings, ModR(X) has a canonical ModS(X)-module
structure in Catex∞ . Hence ModR is a motivic stable ∞-category. By the similar argument, we
obtain that PModR is a small motivic stable∞-category. 
Proposition 5.7. Let R be a motivic E∞-ring. Then a left exact localization of the motivic
∞-category
FunMCat∞(CAlg(PModR)
op, MS∞)
is a motivic∞-topos. Furthermore a left exact localization of the very large motivic∞-category
FunM̂Cat∞(CAlg(ModR)
op, M̂S∞)
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is a very large motivic∞-topos.
proof. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of smooth S -schemes. Then f induces exact functors
−⊗R(Y)R(X) : PMod
⊗
R(Y) → PMod
⊗
R(X) and −⊗R(Y)R(X) : Mod
⊗
R(Y) → Mod
⊗
R(X) of stable symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories. Since the forgetful functor CAlg(ModA) → Mod
⊗
A is conservative for
any E∞-ring A, the both induced functors
− ⊗R(Y) R(X) : CAlg(PModR(Y)) → CAlg(PModR(X)),
− ⊗R(Y) R(X) : CAlg(ModR(Y)) → CAlg(ModR(X))
are left exact. By Proposition 3.5, we obtain the conclusion. 
Let MPrLSt∞ denote the subcategory of M̂Cat∞ spanned by motivic presentable stable ∞-
categories, and those functors are P1-stable exact and admit right adjoints. Then MPrLSt∞ has
a symmetric monoidal structure determined by the tensor products of presentable stable ∞-
categories.
Proposition 5.8. Let MPrLSt∞ denote the very large ∞-category of motivic stable presentable
∞-categories, and those functors are colimit preserving functors. Then
Mod
⊗ : CAlg(MSp∞) ∋ R 7→ Mod
⊗
R ∈ CAlg(MPr
L
St∞)
is a fully faithful functor between∞-categories.
proof. In fact, for any smooth scheme X over S , the induced map
MapCAlg(R(X), R
′(X)) → MapCAlg(PrL
St∞
)
(
Mod⊗R(X), Mod
⊗
R′(X)
)
is a homotopy equivalence of Kan complexes by [21, p.890, Proposition 7.1.2.7] and functorial
for morphisms of smooth S -schemes. 
Let R be a motivic E∞-ring. By Proposition 5.8, Then R induces the map
R : ∆0
R
→ MapCAlg(MSp∞)(S, R) ≃ MapCAlg(MPrLSt∞)
(
MSp
⊗
∞, Mod
⊗
R
)
.
Let − ⊗ R : MSp⊗∞ → Mod
⊗
R denote the functor induced by the map R. Then − ⊗ R in-
duces the map − ⊗ R : CAlg(MSpω∞) → CAlg(PModR). We define the functor MSpcR :
CAlg(MSpω∞)
op → MS∞ by the following:
Definition 5.9. Let R be a motivic E∞-ring and − ⊗ R : CAlg(MSp
ω
∞) → CAlg(PModR) the
induced functor between motivic ∞-categories. Then the functor − ⊗ R induces the following
adjunction
(− ⊗ R)∗ : Fun(CAlg(MSp
ω
∞)
op, MS∞)⇄ Fun(CAlg(PModR)
op, MS∞) : UR
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between motivic ∞-categories. Here UR denote the right adjoint of the left Kan extension
(− ⊗ R)∗. Let 1R denote the final object of Fun(CAlg(PModR)
op, MS∞). Then MSpcR denotes
the functor UR(1R) : CAlg(MSp
ω
∞)
op → MS∞.
Proposition 5.10. Let R and R′ be motivic E∞-rings. Then we have an equivalence
MapFun(CAlg(MSpω∞)op,MS∞)(MSpcR
′, MSpcR) ≃ MapCAlg(MSp∞)(R, R
′)
of motivic spaces.
proof. Let X be a smooth scheme over S . Then we have the adjunction of presentable ∞-
categories:
(− ⊗ R(X))∗ : Fun(CAlg(PModS(X))
op, S∞)⇄ Fun(CAlg(PModR(X))
op, S∞) : UR(X).
Let y : CAlg(PModR(X)) → Fun(CAlg(PModR(X))
op, Ŝ∞) denote the ∞-categorical Yoneda em-
bedding. Then the final object of Fun(CAlg(PModR(X))
op, S∞) is just y(R(X)). Consider the
homotopically commutative diagram of very large ∞-categories:
Fun(CAlg(ModS(X))
op, Ŝ∞)
(−⊗R(X))∗//
Fun(CAlg(ModR(X))
op, Ŝ∞)
UR(x)
oo
CAlg(ModS(X))
op
−⊗R(X)
//
yˆ
OO
CAlg(ModR(X))
yˆ
OO
UR(X)
oo
where the vertical arrows are very large Yoneda embeddings. Then yˆ(R(X)) : CAlg(ModS(X))
op →
Ŝ∞ is the left Kan extension of the functor MSpcR(X) : CAlg(PModS(X))
op → Ŝ∞ along the fully
faithful embedding
i(X) : Fun(CAlg(PModS(X))
op, S∞)→ Fun(CAlg(ModS(X))
op, Ŝ∞).
Hence we obtain a weak equivalence Map(MSpcR′(X), MSpcR(X)) ≃ MapCAlg(R(X), R
′(X)) of
Kan complexes. 
Corollary 5.11. Let R and R′ be motivic E∞-rings. Then we have an equivalence
MapFun(CAlg(MSpω∞)op ,MS∞)(MSpcR
′, MSpcR) ≃ MapCAlg(MPrL
St∞
)(Mod
⊗
R, Mod
⊗
R′).

5.3. The functor MSpcC for a motivic stable ∞-category C. Let 1 denote the unit object of
the monoidal structure of M̂Cat∞. By Proposition 5.9, the functor
MSpc : CAlg(MSpω∞)
op ∋ R 7→ MSpcR ∈ FunM̂Cat∞(1, Fun(CAlg(MSp
ω
∞), MSp∞))
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induces a fully faithful functor MSpc∗ : CAlg(MSp
ω
∞)
op ⊗ 1 → Fun(CAlg(MSpω∞), MSp∞).
Since the ∞-category MCatex,⊗∞ is presentable by [8, Theorem 4.22], we get a homotopically
commutative diagram
CAlg(MSpω∞)
op ⊗ 1
MSpc∗ //
PMod⊗⊗1

Fun(CAlg(MSpω∞), MSp∞)
PMod⊗∗ss
MCat
ex,⊗, op
∞ ⊗ 1
wherePMod⊗∗ denotes the left Kan extension ofPMod
⊗
⊗1 alongMSpc∗. Note that any left Kan
extension preserves all small colimit,PMod⊗∗ has a right adjoint. Then we obtain the adjunction
PMod
⊗
∗ : Fun(CAlg(MSp
ω
∞), MSp∞)⇄ MCat
ex,⊗, op
∞ ⊗ 1 : PMod
⊗, ∗.
Let C be a motivic symmetric monoidal stable∞-category. Then C is regarded as the functor
C˜ : 1 → MCatex,⊗∞ ⊗ 1 between motivic∞-categories. We shall set MSpcC = PMod
⊗, ∗(C˜(1))).
We shall consider the large version of MSpcC: Let M̂S∞ denote the ∞-category of mo-
tivic spaces that the carnality of the universe is greater than very large. Let R be a mo-
tivic E∞-ring. Replacing PMod
⊗ and Mod⊗ in Definition 5.9, the functor M̂SpcR : 1 →
Fun(CAlg(MSp∞), M̂S∞) induces a functor
M̂Spc∗ : CAlg(MSp∞)
op ⊗ 1→ Fun(CAlg(MSp∞), M̂S∞)
between motivic∞-categories.
Example 5.12. Let yˆ : MPrLSt∞ → Fun(MPr
L
St
op
∞
, M̂S∞) denote the Yoneda embedding. By
Proposition 3.4, we have a homotopically commutative diagram:
Fun(CAlg(MSp∞), M̂S∞)
Mod∗ //
Fun(MPrLSt∞ ⊗ 1, M̂S∞)
Mod∗
oo
CAlg(MSpω∞)
op ⊗ 1
M̂Spc∗
OO
Mod
//MPrLSt
op
∞
⊗ 1
yˆ
OO
whereMod∗ denote the left Kan extension of yˆ◦Mod along M̂Spc∗. SetMod = Mod
∗(yˆ′(MSp∞)).
Then the functorMod is the very large moduli functor of modules: For any motivic E∞-ring R,
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one has
MapFun(CAlg(MSp∞), M̂S∞)(M̂SpcR, Mod) = MapFun(CAlg(MSp∞), M̂S∞)(M̂SpcR, Mod
∗(yˆ′(MSp∞)))
≃ MapFun(MPrL
St∞
, M̂S∞)
(Mod∗(M̂SpcR), yˆ′(MSp∞))
≃ MapFun(MPrL
St∞
, M̂S∞)
(yˆ′(ModR), yˆ′(MSp∞))
≃ MapMPrL
St
op
∞
(ModR, MSp∞)
≃ MapMPrL
St∞
(MSp∞, ModR)
≃ Gpd∞(ModR).
Let Sym× : MPr
L
St∞
→ CAlg(MPrLSt∞) denote the free algebra functor and U its right adjoint.
Then we have an adjunction:
Mod
⊗
∗ : Fun(CAlg(MSp
ω
∞)
op, M̂S∞)⇄ Fun(CAlg(MPr
L
St∞)
op, M̂S∞) : Mod
⊗, ∗
and a weak equivalenceMod∗ ≃ U ◦Mod
⊗
∗ . Note that one has a weak equivalences:
FunMPrL
St∞
(MSp∞, U(Mod
⊗
R)) ≃ FunCAlg(MPrLSt∞)
(Sym×(MSp∞), Mod
⊗
R)
Therefore we obtain that the symmetric monoidal presentable∞-category Sym×(MSp∞) repre-
sents the functorMod i.e. Mod ≃ Mod⊗, ∗(Sym×(MSp∞)).
For an arbitrary motivic stable presentable symmetric monoidal∞-category C, we will write
M̂SpcC = Mod⊗, ∗(C). Then we have an equivalence : Mod ≃ M̂Spc(Sym×(MSp∞)).
5.4. The definition of motivic spectral schemes and motivic (Deligne–Mumford) stacks.
Recall that Zariski topos is classified by the factorization system of local morphisms between
local rings, and e´tale topos is classified by the factorization system of local morphisms between
strict Henselian local rings. We introduce the definition of local ring objects, local morphisms
and strict Henselian local ring objects of a motivic∞-topos.
5.4.1. Motivic ∞-Zariski topos. Let T be a topos with a final object 1 and O a commutative
algebra object of T. We say that O is local [23, p.13, Definition 2.4] if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) Let 0, 1 : 1 → O denote the additive identity and multiplicative identity in O. Then
1 ×O 1 is an initial object of T.
(2) Let O× be the multiplicative group of O which is given by the pullback square
O×

e //O × O

1 //O,
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where m : O × O → O is the multiplication equipped with O. Then the map
(1 − e)
∐
e : O×
∐
O
× → O
is an effective epimorphism (See [19, p.531, Remark 6.1.1.5]).
Let α : O → O′ be a morphism of commutative local ring objects of T. We say that
α : O → O′ is a local morphism if the diagram
O×
α //

O′×

O
α
//O′
is a pullback square.
Definition 5.13 (c.f. [23] p.13, Definition 2.5). Let O be a commutative ring object of a motivic
∞-topos on T. We say that O is a local if π0O(U) is a local ring object of hT(U) for any U ∈ T.
Let KM
disc
denote the motivic∞-topos Fun(CAlg(MSpω∞)
op, MS∞). We introduce the classi-
fying Zariski topos on KMdisc. The motivic Yoneda functor y : MSp
ω
∞ → Fun(MSp
ω, op
∞ , MS∞)
induces CAlg(y) : CAlg(MSpω∞) → CAlg(Fun(MSp
ω, op
∞ , MS∞)). Hence we obtain the canon-
ical functor: Fun(CAlg(MSpω∞)
op, MS∞) → CAlg(Fun(MSp
ω, op
∞ , MS∞)). It is well-known
that this canonical functor induces weak equivalences on each fiber on X ∈ X. Therefore the
canonical functor is a weak equivalence of motivic∞-categories. We letKMZar denote the subcat-
egory ofKM
disc
whose morphisms are local morphisms. We say thatKMZar is themotivic∞-Zariski
topos. Write MSch = LMTop(KMZar)
op. A motivic scheme is an object of the motivic∞-category
MSch. Equivalently a motivic scheme is an A1-homotopy invariant spectral scheme-valued
Nisnevich-local sheaf on SmS .
Write MAlgSp = LMTop(KMdisc)
op. We refer to MAlgSp as the motivic∞-category of motivic
algebraic spaces. Then the geometric morphismKM
disc
→ KMZar induces the functor
(−)Zar : MAlgSp → MStk
which admits a left adjoint by Theorem 4.5.
5.4.2. Motivic∞-e´tale topoi.
Definition 5.14 ([23] p.68, Definition 8.1). Let T be a topos and OX a commutative ring object
of T. For every finitely generated algebra R, let SolR(OT) be an object of T defined by
SolR(OT) : T ∋ U 7→ HomRing(R, HomT(U, OT)) ∈ Sets.
We say that OT is strictly Henselian, if for every finite collection of e´tale maps R → Rα which
induce a faithfully flat map R →
∏
α Rα, the induced map∐
α
SolRα(OT)→ SolR(OT)
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is an effective epimorphism.
Definition 5.15 (c.f. [23] p.68, Definition 8.3). Let T be a motivic ∞-topos and OT a commu-
tative algebra object of T. Then we say that OT is strictly Henselian if π0OT(U) is a strictly
Henselian commutative ring object of the category hT(U) for each U ∈ T. Let α : OT → O
′
T
be
a local morphism of local commutative algebra objects of T. We say that α is a strict Henselian
local if OT and O
′
T
are strict Henselian.
Let KM
e´t
denote the subcategory of KMdisc whose morphisms are strict Henselian local. We
say that the motivic ∞-topos KM
e´t
is the motivic ∞-e´tale topos. Write MStk = LMTop(KM
e´t
)op.
A motivic stack is an object of the motivic ∞-category MStk. By the similar argument of the
case of motivic schemes, a motivic stack is aA1-homotopy invariant spectral Deligne–Mumford
stack-valued Nisnevich-local sheaf. Similarly, the geometric morphism KMdisc → K
M
e´t
induces
the functor
(−)e´t : MAlgSp → MStk
which admits a left adjoint by Theorem 4.5. Let X be a motivic algebraic space. Then we say
that Xe´t is the motivic stack associated to X.
6. The algebraic cobordism for motivic stacks.
In this section, we shall reformulate of the motivic E∞-ring of the algebraic cobordismMGL
as the initial object of the ∞-category of oriented motivic E∞-rings. Using this ∞-categorical
formulation, we construct of the motivic stack MGL of the algebraic cobordism for motivic
stable∞-categories.
6.1. The Grassmannian and the K-theory for motivic stacks.
Definition 6.1. Let R be a motivic E∞-ring and n a non-negative integer. An R-module M is
free of rank n if there exists a weak equivalence f : M → Rn of R-modules. Let VectnR denote
the motivic∞-subgroupoid of ModR spanned by free R-modules of rank n.
LetVectn∗ : Fun(CAlg(MSp
ω
∞), MS∞) → MCat
op
∞ ⊗1 denote the left Kan extension ofVect
n :
CAlg(MSp∞)
op → MCat
op
∞ along MSpc : CAlg(MSp
ω
∞)
op ⊗ 1 → Fun(CAlg(MSp∞)
ω, MS∞).
Set BGLn = Vect
n, ∗(MSω∞)
e´t. Then we have
BGLn(R) ≃ MapFun(CAlg(MSpω∞),MSω∞)(MSpcR, Vect
n, ∗(MSω∞))
≃ MapMCatop∞⊗1(Vect
n
∗(MSpcR), MS
ω
∞) ≃ MapMCatop∞⊗1(Vect
n
R, MS
ω
∞)
≃ MapMCat∞⊗1(MS
ω
∞, Vect
n
R) ≃ Vect
n
R
for any compact motivic E∞-ring R. Hence the motivic stack BGLn is a moduli stack of the
n-dimensional Grassmannian. Let BGL denote the colimit colimnBGLn. Then we refer BGL
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to the infinite Grassmannian. The algebraic K-theory is defined to be the group completion
of the Grassmannian BGL: For any motivic E∞-ring R and motivic space X, the symmetric
monoidal ∞-groupoid VectR(X) is a monoidal ∞-category with respect to the coproduct ⊕. In
fact M × N ≃ M
∐
N for any R-modules M and N. It is known that the group completion is
exists [14]. Let BGL(R)+ the motivic stack defined to be the group completion of BGL:
BGL
+(R) = Vect+R
for any compact motivic E∞-ring R.
6.2. The motivic E∞-ring MGL. The algebraic cobordismMGL is a motivic spectrum which
is determined by the Thom space of the universal vector bundles Vn over BGLn for every n ≥ 0.
It is known that the motivic spectrum MGL has the canonical E∞-ring structure [15]. The
motivic E∞-ringMGL has the following universal property:
Theorem 6.2 (Panin, Pimenov and Ro¨ndigs [29] Theorem 2.7). Let R be a motivic E∞-ring.
Then the set of monoidal mapsMGL→ R is naturally isomorphic to the set of the orientations
on R. 
We shall reformulate the algebraic cobordism by using this universal property. Let X be a
compact motivic motivic space and f : V → X a vector bundle on X of dimension n. The Thom
space of V is the quotient V/(V − X) which is defined to be V(SpecR)/(V(SpecR) − 0R) for any
affine scheme SpecR over X. Here 0R denotes the image of the zero-section 0R ∈ V(SpecR) ≃
Map(SpecR, V ×X SpecR) of SpecR. We refer to the pointed motivic space V/(V − X) as the
Thom space of V . Let Thomn : (MS
ω
∞)/BGLn → MS
ω
∞∗ denote the n-dimensional Thom space
functor defined by the sending (X
V
→ BGLn) 7→ V/(V − X). Since the Thom space of the
trivial vector bundle On is motivic equivalent to the pointed projective space Pn+ by [28, p.112,
Proposition 2.17], one has the homotopically commutative diagram :
· · · //(MSω∞)/BGLn
Thomn

Σn+U

−⊕O //(MSω∞)/BGLn+1
Thomn+1

Σn+1+ U

−⊕O //(MSω∞)/BGLn+2
Thomn+2

Σn+2+ U

// · · ·
· · · //MSω∞∗
Σ1+
//MSω∞∗
Σ1+
//MSω∞∗
// · · · ,
whereU denotes the forgetful functor. We have the map Thom∗ = colimnThomn : (MS
ω
∞)/BGL →
MSp∞ and the following coequalizer diagram:
(MS∞)/BGL
Σ∞+U

Thom∗ //MSp∞∗
Th

MSp∞∗ Th
//M
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of presentable∞-categories. Furthermore all functors in this sequence admit left adjoints. Ten-
soring with the presentable∞-category CAlg(MSp∞), we obtain a coequalizer sequence
CAlg(MSp∞)
(MS∞/BGL)
op
U∗
//
Thom∗ //
CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞
Th∗ //CAlg(MSp∞)
Mop
of presentable∞-categories. Dually, we obtain an equalizer sequence:
CAlg(MSp∞)
(MS∞/BGL)
op
CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞
U−1
oo Thom−1oo CAlg(MSp∞)
M
op
Th−1
oo
where all of theses functors are respective right adjoints of another coequalizer sequence.
By definition of th and M, the right adjoint Th−1 : CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞ → CAlg(MSp∞)
Mop is
conservative and preserves geometric realizations. Therefore the monad functor
T = Th∗ ◦ Th
−1 : CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞ → CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞
induces an equivalence AlgT(CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞ ) → CAlg(MSp∞)
Mop of presentable∞-categories.
We refer to the monad functor T as the oriented completion.
Proposition 6.3. The monad functor T : CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞ → AlgT(CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞ ) is
equivalent to the localization of presentable∞-category of motivic E∞-rings to the full subcat-
egory spanned by oriented motivic E∞-rings. 
proof. Let R be a motivic E∞-ring with an orientation θ(V/X) : R(Σ
n
+Thomn(V)) → R(X) for
a vector bundle V : X → BGLn of rank n on a compact motivic space X. Then there is an
equivalence R ◦ Thom ≃ R ◦ U of motivic E∞-rings. Hence there exists a unique motivic E∞-
ring R′ such that θ∗ : R → Th−1(R′) is an equivalence of motivic E∞-rings. Since the functor
Th∗ is a left adjoint to Th
−1 : CAlg(MSp∞)
MSp
op
∞ → CAlg(MSp∞)
Mop , an equivalence θ∗ induces
a morphism θ∗ : Th∗(R) → R
′ of motivic E∞-rings. Let u : R → Th∗(Th
−1(R)) denote the unit
morphism. Then the homotopy θ∗ ≃ Th−1(θ∗)◦u induces a homotopy id ≃ (θ
∗)−1 ◦Th−1(θ∗)◦u :
R → Th∗(Th
−1(R)) → R. Note that both Th−1 and Th∗ are colimit preserving functors. Therefore
composition T preserve all geometric realizations. Then u : R → T(R) induces a chain of weak
equivalences T(R) ≃ T(|T•(R)|) ≃ |T(T•(R))| ≃ |T•(R)| ≃ R. Hence u is a weak equivalence
between motivic E∞-rings. By the definition of Th, the functor Th
−1 is conservative. hence
Th∗(θ∗) : Th∗(R) → R
′ is an equivalence of motivic E∞-ring. Thus, any oriented motivic E∞-
ring is an T-algebra object of CAlg(MSp∞) and the localization functor |T
•(−)| is equivalent to
the monad functor T. 
Theorem 6.4. Let MGL denote the motivic E∞-ring of the algebraic cobordism and S the
motivic sphere spectrum. Then there is a canonical weak equivalence φ : T(S) → MGL of
oriented motivic E∞-rings.
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proof. Let Ŝet∆ denote the very large category of large simplicial sets. Let yˆ : CAlg(MSp∞)→
Fun(CAlg(MSp∞)
op, N∆(Ŝet∆
◦
)) denote the large Yoneda embedding. By∞-categorical Yoneda
lemma [19, p.317, Proposition 5.1.3.1], we may regard CAlg(MSp∞) as a small ∞-category.
Since T(S) is an initial object of the ∞-category AlgT(CAlg(MSp∞)), there exists a canonical
map φ : T(S) → MGL between oriented motivic E∞-rings. Since T(S) is also oriented, the
orientation of T(S) induces a morphism θ : MGL→ T(S) of motivic E∞-rings by Theorem 6.2.
Since T(S) is an initial object, the composition θ ◦ φ : T(S) → MGL → T(S) is homotopic
to the identity. The initial object T(S) is a homotopy limit of all oriented motivic E∞-rings.
Therefore the identity : MGL → MGL factors as φ ◦ θ : MGL → T(S) → MGL. Hence
φ : T(S) →MGL is a weak equivalence of motivic E∞-rings. 
6.3. The algebraic cobordism MGL for motivic stacks. We shall extend the definition of
algebraic cobordism from motivic spaces to motivic stacks.
Definition 6.5. Let X be a motivic stack and E : X → BGLn a vector bundle of rank n. Then
we refer to the Thom module Thomn(E) as the homotopy colimit of Mod
⊗
∗ (E) : Mod
⊗
∗ (X) →
Mod
⊗
∗ (BGLn) :
Mod
⊗
∗ (X)
1

Mod⊗∗ (E)//Mod⊗∗ (BGLn)
Mod⊗∗ ( j)//Mod⊗∗ (Mod
e´t)
∗
Thomn(E)
22 .
Let in0 : MSpcS→ BGLn denote the embedding corresponding to the trivial vector bundles of
rank n. Then we have a natural transformation θn : Thomn(E) → Thomn(i
n
0) of Kan extensions.
We have the following homotopy colimits:
MStk/BGLn
in+1n

Thomn(i
n
0
)
//
Thomn //
Mod
⊗
∗ (Mod
e´t)
Mod⊗∗ (i
n+1
n )

Thn //MMGLn
M(in+1n )

MStk/BGLn+1

Thomn+1(i
n+1
0
)
//
Thomn+1 //
Mod
⊗
∗ (Mod
e´t)

Thn+1 //MMGLn+1

...

...

...

MStk/BGL
colimThomn(i
n
0
)
//
colimThomn //
Mod
⊗
∗ (Mod
e´t)
Th //MMGL
SinceMod⊗∗ (Mod
e´t) is presentable, the induced functor Thn : Mod
⊗
∗ (BGLn) → MMGLn admits a
right adjoint Th−1n .
Let C be a motivic stable presentable∞-category. A functor symmetric monoidal exact func-
tor F : Mod⊗∗ (Mod
e´t) → C is oriented if the restrictions F ◦ Thomn and F ◦ Thom(i
n
0) are
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equivalent for each n ≥ 0. We define motivic stacksMGLn andMGL as the following geomet-
ric realizations:
MGLn = Mod
⊗, ∗(MMGLn) : CAlg(MSp∞)
op → M̂S∞
MGL = Mod⊗, ∗(MMGL)
e´t : CAlg(MSp∞)
op → M̂S∞
We refer to the motivic stackMGL as the algebraic cobordism.
Theorem 6.6. The motivic stable ∞-category MMGL is corepresented by motivic stack MGL,
that is, there exists a canonical functor φMGL : Mod
⊗
∗ (MGL) → MMGL which is a weak equiva-
lence of motivic stable presentable∞-categories.
proof. By corollary 5.10,Mod⊗∗ : Fun(CAlg(MSp
ω
∞), MS∞) → CAlg(MPr
L
St∞
) is fully faithful.
Therefore the unit u : Id →Mod⊗, ∗◦Mod⊗∗ is a weak equivalence. Then the fully faithful functor
Mod
⊗, ∗ : Fun(CAlg(MPrLSt)
op, M̂S∞) → Fun(CAlg(MSp∞)
op, M̂S∞) is a colocalization func-
tor. The canonical functor Th : Mod⊗∗ (Mod
e´t) → MMGL factors throughMod
⊗
∗ (MGL). Let Θ :
Mod
⊗
∗ (Mod
e´t) → Mod⊗∗ (MGL) denote the induced map by composition φMGL : Mod
⊗
∗ (MGL)→
Mod
⊗
∗ (Mod
⊗,∗(MMGL))) → MMGL. Since for any motivic stack X, the composition φMGL induces
an weak equivalence
φMGL, ∗ : Map(Mod
⊗
∗ (X), Mod
⊗
∗ (MGL)) → Map(Mod
⊗
∗ (X), MMGL)
of motivic spaces, the functor Θ : Mod⊗∗ (Mod
e´t) → Mod⊗∗ (MGL) is oriented and there exists a
canonical functor
ψ : MMGL → Mod
⊗
∗ (MGL)
such that Θ ≃ ψ ◦ Th. It is immediately checked that ψ is a homotopy inverse of φMGL from the
universality ofMMGL andMod
⊗
∗ (MGL). 
Corollary 6.7. The motivic stackMGL has the following universal property: Let C be a motivic
stable symmetric monoidal ∞-category and ̂MSpce´tC = Mod⊗ ∗(C) determined by the adjunc-
tion:
Mod
⊗, ∗
∗ : Fun(CAlg(MPr
L
St), M̂S∞)⇄ Fun(CAlg(MSp∞), M̂S∞) : Mod
⊗
∗ .
Then we have a weak equivalence:
Map( ̂MSpce´tC, MGL) ≃ MapMCatex∞ (MMGL, C).
proof. In fact one has a chain of weak equivalences:
MapFun(CAlg(MPrR
St
), M̂S∞)
(MMGL, C) ≃ MapFun(CAlg(MPrR
St
), M̂S∞)
(Mod⊗∗ (MGL), C)
≃ MapFun(CAlg(MPrL
St
), M̂S∞)
(C, Mod⊗∗ (MGL)) ≃ MapFun(CAlg(MSp∞), M̂S∞)(
̂MSpce´tC, MGL)

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